
BUILD DATA STORIES AS FAST
AS BUSINESS

DECISIONS MAKING

B i LDSTORIES

Organize ready data for business users.
Transform data into beautiful stories. 

datonix is a boutique of data experts.
We deliver solutions and services for data driven enterprises 
turning information into valuable assets 
and improving data driven decision making.

Why datonix is the key to unlock
your data driven potential



Supporting digital transformation
Today, it costs a lot of money to make data ready to be used 
in a data driven business initiative. 
Moreover, preparation and discovery takes time and effort 
before the data asset can deliver analytical insights. 
At the end of the day, there will be no time to implement 
the right data driven communication. Results will always be in 
delay, and apply changes to the data model would be tricky 
and struggling.
In such processes people with different profiles must work 
together, expensive equipment is required, and complicated 
software tools are necessary too. 
These costs can quickly add-up, resulting in poor Value for 
Money, burdening the ROI calculation.

We want to reduce the time and costs to make data set ready 
to be used by the business, spreading the saved efforts for better
analysis and storytelling.

datonix implements cost effective solutions to help clients to outsource
data operations, analysis and reporting, to:

reduce total cost of ownership of data

deliver tangible results in production 
in a few of clicks

boost data processing performance
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process

Want to collapse data unification, data journalism, 
data science and process analytics?
Our solution has been used in a wealth of applications including 
cloud migrations, IoT and I 4.0, information discovery,
close and review of large set of data, data monetization and data sharing,
data warehouse optimization, business intelligence, 
historical archiving, consolidation and master data management just to 
mention a few. 

Datonix help clients to implement data stories in compliance of GDPR for
Logistic, Procurement, CRM, Finance and Admin, Marketing and Sales, 
Security domains in Telecom, Media, Manufacturing, Public Admin, 
Banks.

Conceptualizing datonix capabilities
Want to test our solution? We offer many Poc options:
Trial, it is a free engagement which takes 1-2 days. 

Challenge, It is a paid approach. Experiment takes 1-2 weeks 

Epic, is full test bed paid delivery; a 12 weeks exercise with
development of real production features. Customer can
thereafter pass to implementation

Our mission
We simplify complex data 
into quickly readable 
and portable data set.

The result
Data are more used, 
in less time, at less cost 
and give fun along the way.



datonix  Srl

via de Sanctis 2
83021 Avella, Av
Italy

Capitale Sociale
euro 103.200,00

Partita Iva 
07279740638

Tel  +39 335 490 787

www.datonix.com
info@datonix.it

Our company is recognized worldwide 
by clients, press and analysts

Recently, CIO Review has included datonix 
in its 100 BigData solutions selection

The EDI selected datonix as one of the most 
innovative startups in the big data analytics 
space, https://edincubator.eu 
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